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(54) Backlight unit, driving method thereof and associated liquid crystal display apparatus

(57) Disclosed are a display apparatus (100) and a
method of driving the same. An image signal receiver
(101) sequentially outputs frames for image display. An
image is displayed on a display unit (108) based on the
frames and a local illumination calculation unit calculates
light emission amount of a light source provided for each
section of a backlight unit. A frame interpolator (102) gen-

erates sub-frames based on the frames and outputs the
sub-frames to a pixel adjuster (106) which adjusts light
transmittance of each pixel according to the brightness
of each pixel and the amount of the light emitted from
each section which is calculated by the local illumination
calculation unit. Local illumination of a section is realized
without increasing the number of memory devices while
a frame frequency is increased.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application relies for priority upon Korean
Patent Application No. 2009-0025333 filed on March 25,
2009, the contents of which are herein incorporated by
reference in their entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a display ap-
paratus and a driving method of the same.
More particularly, the present invention relates to a dis-
play apparatus capable of reducing a number of parts
and power consumption and a method of driving the dis-
play apparatus.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] As a display apparatus that displays images, a
display apparatus employing a liquid crystal panel is ex-
tensively used. The display apparatus employing the liq-
uid crystal panel, in general, is driven by a hold-type driv-
ing mode of which a light transmitting amount is main-
tained until a display period of a next frame. Accordingly,
when moving images are displayed, after-images occur
or moving images became unfocused. In general, a
frame interpolation method, which increases the number
of frames and a frame frequency, is widely used to re-
move the after-images. However, in order to increase the
frame frequency, information of a few frames is required
to be maintained.
[0004] In addition, in case that light is leaked from the
liquid crystal panel, it is difficult to improve a contrast ratio
of a display image. To this end, a local illumination
scheme is performed by dividing a backlight into a plu-
rality of areas, controlling an amount of light emitted in
each area, and providing the light to areas in which image
is displayed. According to the local illumination scheme,
power consumption is reduced.
[0005] However, the information corresponding to one
frame is required to be maintained in order to delay an
operation time for the local illumination. To this end, when
a scheme increasing the frame frequency is combined
with the local illumination scheme, the amount of infor-
mation that is required to be maintained increases, and
thus the amount of memory required also increases.
[0006] As a result, various disadvantages are caused,
such as an increase of circuit size, increase of manufac-
turing cost, and increase of power consumption. In ad-
dition, the display of frame is delayed due to the increase
of the frame frequency and the local illumination. Thus,
when sounds are output in synchronization with the
frame, additional memory is required.

SUMMARY

[0007] Therefore, an embodiment of the present inven-
tion provides a display apparatus capable of increasing
a frame frequency and performing local illumination with-
out increasing the number of memory devices or delay
time.
[0008] Another embodiment of the present invention
also provides a method of driving the display apparatus.
[0009] In one aspect of the present invention, a display
apparatus includes a backlight unit, an image signal re-
ceiver, a local illumination calculation unit, a backlight
controller, a frame interpolator, and a pixel adjuster.
[0010] The backlight unit has a plurality of sections on
which light sources are installed, and the display unit has
a plurality of pixels, which allow light generated from the
light sources to pass therethrough. The image signal re-
ceiver receives an image signal of a plurality of consec-
utive frames to sequentially output the frames. The local
illumination calculation unit calculates light amount of the
sections of the backlight unit based on brightness of the
frames sequentially output from the image signal receiv-
er. The backlight controller controls the light sources
based on the light amount calculated by the local illumi-
nation calculation unit and the frame interpolator gener-
ates sub-frames based on the frames sequentially output
from the image signal receiver and sequentially outputs
the frames and the sub-frames. The pixel adjuster adjusts
light transmittance of each pixel according to pixel bright-
ness of the frames and the sub-frames, which are se-
quentially output from the frame interpolator, and the light
amount calculated by the local illumination calculation
unit.
[0011] The pixel adjuster adjusts light transmittance of
a pixel corresponding to reduction of the light amount,
which is calculated by the local illumination calculation
unit with respect to each section of the backlight unit,
from a maximum amount of light that can be generated
from each section. For example, the pixel adjuster divides
the light transmittance of a pixel by 0.8 when the amount
of light generated from a section of the backlight unit is
reduced to 20%.
[0012] The display apparatus controls light amount of
each light source of the backlight unit based on the bright-
ness of an input frame image, and increases a frame
frequency by generating the sub-frames. The display ap-
paratus corrects the brightness of each pixel based on
the light amount of each light source. Accordingly, the
adjustment of the brightness of each pixel through the
delay of the frame and the sub-frame is unnecessary. In
addition, delay time from the acquisition of the image
signal to the display of the image signal is not increased.
Memory devices are not additionally required because
the delay time is not increased. The power consumption
of the display apparatus can be reduced due to the local
illumination.
[0013] The local illumination calculation unit calculates
the amount of the light, which is generated from the sec-
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tions of the backlight unit, within a period at which the
image signal receiver outputs a frame. The local illumi-
nation calculation unit may calculate the amount of the
light at a same period as the image receiver outputs a
frame as well. For example, when the image signal re-
ceiver outputs frames with an interval of 1/60 second,
the local illumination calculation unit calculates light
amount in the sections of the backlight unit.
[0014] Therefore, even if the display frame frequency
is increased by generating the sub-frames, the increase
of the operating speed of the local illumination calculation
unit is not required. Accordingly, the power consumption
is not increased.
[0015] In addition, the frame interpolator may output
the sub-frames after outputting the frames transmitted
from the image signal receiver. For example, the sub-
frames may be interpolated between the frames output
from the image signal receiver.
[0016] Accordingly, since each frame may have cor-
relation with each sub-frame transmitted next to the
frame, image incongruity can be prevented even if each
pixel of the sub-frame is corrected using light generated
based on the brightness of a frame image.
[0017] In order to interpolate the sub-frame, a differ-
ence value is calculated between two or more frames
prior to the sub-frame, and applied to the last frame
among the frames prior to the sub-frame, thereby gen-
erating the sub-frame.
[0018] The difference value may be a motion vector
between two or more frames. In this case, the positions
of pixels of the latter frame between the two frames prior
to the sub-frame are moved along the motion vector so
that the sub-frame may be generated.
[0019] If the motion vector cannot be calculated, the
last frame among proceeding two or more frames may
be employed as the sub-frame. Accordingly, even if an
image has great time variation, image incongruity can be
prevented.
[0020] The frame interpolator may have two frame
memories, each of which can sufficiently store one frame,
and the local illumination calculation unit may read out
the frame from the two frame memories. Therefore, mem-
ory capacity is not additionally required.
[0021] The local illumination calculation unit can cal-
culate brightness distribution of the pixels of the frames
corresponding to the sections of the backlight unit. The
local illumination calculation unit sequentially counts a
number of pixels from pixels having a darkest level with
respect to each section to calculate brightness of some
pixels. The local illumination calculation unit requests a
weighted average of the brightness calculated with re-
spect to each section and brightness which is calculated
with respect to other sections adjacent to each section,
and calculates a time average of the weighted average.
[0022] The image incongruity can be prevented due to
the weighted-average even if the pixels of the sub-frame
are corrected by using light amount calculated based on
the brightness of the frame image. In addition, the image

incongruity can be prevented due to the time average
even if the image has a great time variation.
[0023] In another aspect of the present invention, a
display apparatus includes a backlight unit, a display unit,
an image signal receiver, a frame interpolator, a local
illumination calculation unit, and a pixel adjuster.
[0024] The backlight unit has a plurality of sections on
which light sources are installed, and the display unit has
a plurality of pixels which allow light generated from the
light sources to pass therethrough. The image signal re-
ceiver receives an image signal of a plurality of consec-
utive frames to sequentially output the frames, and the
frame interpolator generates sub-frames based on the
frames sequentially output from the image signal receiver
and sequentially outputs the frames and the sub-frames.
The local illumination calculation unit calculates amount
of the light, which is generated from the sections of the
backlight unit, based on brightness of the frames sequen-
tially output from the frame interpolator, and calculates
the amount of the light, which is generated from the sec-
tions of the backlight unit, based on brightness of the
sub-frames sequentially output from the frame interpo-
lator. The pixel adjuster adjusts light transmittance of pix-
els of the display unit according to pixel brightness of the
frames and the sub-frames, which are sequentially output
from the frame interpolator, and the light amount calcu-
lated by the local illumination calculation unit. In this case,
the pixel adjuster adjusts the transmittance based on
brightness of sub-frames next to the frames output from
the frame interpolator, and the light amount calculated
by the local illumination calculation unit based on the
brightness of the frames.
[0025] In this display apparatus, the light emission
amount of each light source of the backlight unit is con-
trolled by using the brightness of each pixel of a frame
having a frame frequency increased due to the genera-
tion of the sub-frame. In addition, pixels are corrected
based on the light amount of each light source. Accord-
ingly, the local illumination calculation unit may have an
operating speed higher than that of the display apparatus
according to the previous embodiment described above.
However, since the pixel adjuster adjusts transmittance
of the pixels based on the pixel brightness of a sub-frame
output next to a frame output from the frame interpolator
and the light amount calculated by the local illumination
calculation unit based on the brightness of the frame im-
age, the memory may have the same storage capacity
as that of the display apparatus according to the previous
embodiment described above. In addition, the power
consumption of the display apparatus can be reduced
due to local illumination.
[0026] In still another aspect of the present invention,
according to method of driving a display apparatus, the
display apparatus includes a backlight unit having a plu-
rality of sections on which light sources are installed, and
a display unit having pixels which allow light generated
from the light sources to pass therethrough. In the method
of driving the display apparatus, frames used to display
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an image corresponding to an acquired image signal are
sequentially output, and frames are sequentially output
according to the image signals representing plural con-
secutive frames. Amount of the light, which is generated
from the sections of the backlight unit, is calculated based
on brightness of the frames which are sequentially out-
put, and the light sources are controlled based on the
light amount. Sub-frames are generated based on the
frames, which are sequentially output, so that the frames
and the sub-frames are sequentially output. Light trans-
mittance of pixels of the display unit is adjusted according
to the brightness of the frames and the sub-frames, which
are sequentially output, and the light amount.
[0027] As described above, according to the display
apparatus and the method of driving the same, a frame
frequency can be increased, and local illumination can
be realized without increasing the number of memory
devices to display frames.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The above and other advantages of the present
invention will become readily apparent by reference to
the following detailed description when considered in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a display appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 2 is a time chart showing frames;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a
frame interpolator;
FIG. 4 is a time chart showing frames and light
amount calculated by a local illumination calculation
unit;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the structure of
the local illumination calculation unit;
FIG. 6 is a view showing target light amount obtained
in each section;
FIG. 7 is a view showing target light amount gener-
ated by a light source provided in each section;
FIG. 8 is a view showing target light amount gener-
ated from the light source provided in each section
and temporally adjusted;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a display appa-
ratus according to another embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing light amount cal-
culated by a local illumination calculation unit.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0029] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments according
to the present invention will be described in more detail
with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0030] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a display
apparatus 100 according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

[0031] Referring to FIG. 1, the display apparatus 100
includes an image signal receiver 101, a frame interpo-
lator 102, a local illumination calculation unit 103, a back-
light controller 104, a backlight unit 105, a pixel adjuster
106, a display controller 107, and a display unit 108.
[0032] The image signal receiver 101 receives an im-
age signal. The image signal is received, e.g., by a tuner
of a TV, reproduced from contents recorded on media
by a reader, or generated through the execution of an
application program or a player program by a computer
(e.g., a personal computer), so that the image signal is
received by the image signal receiver 101.
[0033] According to the present invention, an image
can be displayed in a frame unit by the image signal.
When the image is displayed according to the image sig-
nal, a progressive scheme may be used to express the
whole portion of one frame through one scanning oper-
ation. In addition, an interlace scheme may be used to
display the image by dividing the image into fields ac-
quired by scanning odd-number scan lines and even-
number scan lines, respectively.
[0034] The image signal received in the image signal
receiver 101 is not required to have only signals consec-
utively representing information of plural frames. Be-
tween former and latter frames, the image signal may
include a signal (e.g., a synchronization signal) repre-
senting information which is not directly related to the
frames. In addition, the image signal receiver 101 is not
required to consecutively output the frames. In other
words, a predetermined time interval may exist between
the former and latter frames.
[0035] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, after the image signal received in the image
signal receiver 101 is transformed, frames for image dis-
play are consecutively output from the image signal re-
ceiver 101. Then, according to the present embodiment,
the frames output from the image signal receiver 101 are
transmitted to both the frame interpolator 102 and the
local illumination calculation unit 103.
[0036] The backlight unit 105 generates light for image
display. According to the present embodiment, when a
liquid crystal panel is used as the display unit 108, the
backlight unit 105 directly or indirectly irradiates light from
the lowest portion of the liquid crystal panel. In this case,
the backlight unit 105 includes a light emitting surface to
generate light transmitted to pixels of the liquid crystal
panel. According to one embodiment of the present in-
vention, the light emitting surface is divided into a plurality
of sections, and a light source is provided in each section
to control the light emission amount. For example, the
backlight unit 105 may employ a light emitting diode
(LED) as the light source to rapidly change light emission
amount.
[0037] The backlight unit 105 is divided into several
sections arranged in the form of a matrix in transverse
and longitudinal directions. A plurality of LED groups are
provided in each section. For example, the plural LED
groups are provided to emit red (R), green (G), and blue
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(B) light. In order to remove a difference in light emission
amount according to the positions of the sections, light
from the LEDs may be diffused by a light diffusion plate
and irradiated onto the display unit 108. Hereinafter, the
sections of the backlight unit 105 are designated as row
and column numbers. For example, a section, which is
positioned in an ith row and a jth column, is expressed as
"Sij"
[0038] The display unit 108 includes a plurality of pix-
els. Each pixel of the display unit 108 can control trans-
mittance of light generated from the backlight unit 105.
The pixels display an image by controlling the light trans-
mittance. The display unit 108 may include the liquid crys-
tal panel on which liquid crystal pixels are arranged in
the form of a matrix.
[0039] The frame interpolator 102 generates sub-
frames for frame interpolation based on a series of frames
consecutively output from the image signal receiver 101.
The sub-frames are generated and added to the series
of frames, thereby increasing a frame frequency of the
image signal. In other words, time required to output each
frame or each sub-frame can be reduced, and time re-
quired to display an image represented by each frame
or each sub-frame can be reduced.
[0040] After a difference value between two consecu-
tive frames is calculated, information of a predicted image
based on the difference value can be generated as a
sub-frame. In order to generate the sub-frame, the vari-
ation of each pixel of a frame is found based on a re-
quested difference value, and the variation is applied into
each pixel of a frame, thereby generating the sub-frame.
The generation of the sub-frame is signified by the dif-
ference value being applied to the latter frame. If an im-
age of the former frame is moved in the latter frame, a
vector can be calculated by finding a motion vector that
minimizes a difference value in brightness between the
former frame and a moved frame by the motion vector..
In addition, instead of finding the movement direction and
movement distance (motion vector) of the whole frame,
the frame is divided into blocks based on a motion picture
experts group (MPEG), and a motion vector of each block
may be found as a difference value. Then, the difference
value is applied to pixels of the latter frame, thereby gen-
erating a sub-frame.
[0041] If the former and latter frames have a low cor-
relation or have no correlation therebetween due to the
change of a scene, the motion vector cannot be calcu-
lated. In this case, the frame interpolator 102 may output
the last frame output from the image signal receiver 101
as the sub-frame.
[0042] In addition, the sub-frame can be obtained by
finding the variation between pixels of the two consecu-
tive frames in terms of an RGB value or a luminance/
contrast/color value. That is, the variation is calculated
as a difference value between pixels of the two consec-
utive frames, and the sub-frame is generated on the as-
sumption that the difference value is maintained between
two consecutive frames. For example, in a specific pixel,

an R value of a latter frame is reduced by "∆" with respect
to an R value of a former frame, "-∆" is calculated as a
difference value, and a sub-frame is generated by adding
"∆/2" to an R value of the pixel of the latter frame, so that
the sub-frame is interpolated between the latter frame
and a next frame of the latter frame. The R value can be,
for example, the RGB value or the luminance/contrast/
color value of the pixel.
[0043] FIG. 2 is a timing chart showing sub-frames cor-
responding to frames formed by the image signals trans-
mitted from the image signal receiver 101.
[0044] As shown in FIG. 2, a series of frames is output
from the image signal receiver 101 in order of an (n+1)th

frame (n+1), an (n+2)th frame (n+2), an (n+3)th frame
(n+3), etc. (as shown in the upper timeline). Hereinafter,
a difference value between an ith frame and an (i+1)th

frame that is a next frame of the ith frame is expressed
as "{i, i+1}", and a sub-frame generated by applying the
difference value to the (i+1)th frame is expressed as "{i,
i+1}i+1".
[0045] As shown in FIG. 2, while the (n+2)th frame
(n+2) is being received from the image signal receiver
101, the frame interpolator 102 outputs the (n+1)th frame
(n+1) received prior to the (n+2)th frame (n+2). Simulta-
neously, the frame interpolator 102 calculates the differ-
ence value {n,n+1}. In addition, the frame interpolator
102 outputs a first sub-frame {n,n+1}n+1 (as shown in
the lower timeline) while receiving the (n+2)th frame
(n+2). Thereafter, while the image signal corresponding
to an {n+3}th frame (n+3) is being received from the image
signal receiver 101, the frame interpolator 102 outputs
the (n+2)th frame (n+2) and an (n+2)th sub-frame ({n,n+2}
n+2). Accordingly, time corresponding to one frame is
required until a predetermined frame of the image signal
is output from the frame interpolator 102 after the frame
has been output from the image signal receiver 101. For
example, when 60 frames exist during one second, 1/60
second is required. As shown in FIG. 2, for the case when
60 frames exist during one second, the frame interpolator
102 outputs 120 frames during one second. In detail, as
shown in FIG. 2, 1/60 second is required until the frame
interpolator 102 starts to output the (n+1)th frame (n+1)
of the image signal after the image signal receiver 101
has output the (n+1)th frame n+1 of the image signal, so
that time delay may occur.
[0046] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure
of the frame interpolator 102.
[0047] Referring to FIG. 3, the frame interpolator 102
includes a frame input unit 301, a first frame memory
302, a second frame memory 303, a difference value
calculator 304, a sub-frame generator 305, and a frame
output unit 306.
[0048] The frame input unit 301 selectively inputs
frames of the image signal from the image signal receiver
101 into the first and second frame memories 302 and
303. In one example, the first frame memory 302 has
storage capacity sufficient to memorize one frame. Sim-
ilarly, in another example, the second frame memory 303
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has storage capacity sufficient to memorize one frame.
The difference value calculator 304 reads out former and
latter frames of two frames input into the first and second
frame memories 302 and 303 to calculate a difference
value between the former and latter frames. The sub-
frame generator 305 applies the difference value from
the difference value calculator 304 to the latter frame of
the frames input into the first and second frame memories
302 and 303 to generate a frame predicted as a sub-
frame intermediate between the former and latter frames.
The frame output unit 306 sequentially outputs the
frames, which have been stored in the first and second
frame memories 302 and 303, and the sub-frame, which
has been generated from the sub-frame generator 305,
as shown in the timing chart of FIG. 2.
[0049] Referring back to FIG. 1, the local illumination
calculation unit 103 calculates the light emission amount
of a light source provided in each section of the backlight
unit 105 after sequentially receiving frames from the im-
age signal receiver 101. Then, the local illumination cal-
culation unit 103 provides the light emission amount to
the display unit 108 to display an image based on the
frame. The light emission amount is used when the dis-
play unit 108 displays an image corresponding to the
frame transmitted from the image signal receiver 101.
Generally, the brightness of light sources provided in the
sections of the backlight unit 105 is set such that each
pixel of the display unit 108 to display an image corre-
sponding to each section has the maximum brightness.
However, since the number of pixels having the maxi-
mum brightness is small, light having brightness lower
than the maximum brightness may be generated.
[0050] According to the present embodiment, the local
illumination calculation unit 103 acquires frames from the
image signal receiver 101 and calculates a light amount
required to display images corresponding to the frames.
According to the present embodiment, the local illumina-
tion calculation unit 103 calculates light emission amount
(Dij

k) of a light source provided in a section (Sij) necessary
to display a kth frame (k). Meanwhile, even though light
emission amount of the light source provided in the sec-
tion (Sij) is represented as "Dij

k", the same light emission
amount may not be obtained in all sections. For example,
if light emission amount of a light source in a predeter-
mined section is "0", light emission amount is gradually
reduced in the direction of the predetermined section.
Accordingly, the Dij

k may be calculated by taking into
consideration the variation of light amount in each sec-
tion. The variation of the light amount is determined
based on light emission amount of a light source provided
in another section. The Dij

k may have a vector quantity
including several scalar quantities, instead of a single
scalar quantity. In this case, each scalar quantity may
represent light amount related to the position of each light
source or the position of each pixel.
[0051] FIG. 4 is a timing chart showing frames output
from the image signal receiver 101 (as shown in the top
timeline), frames output from the frame interpolator 102

(as shown in the middle timeline), and light emission
amount of a light source in a section that is positioned in
an ith row and a jth column (hereinafter, referred to as
" an (i�j)th section) (as shown in the bottom timeline).
[0052] In other words, FIG. 4 is a view showing light
amount calculated by the local illumination calculation
unit 103 according to the change of time in addition to
FIG. 2. As shown in FIG. 4, according to the present
embodiment, when the display unit 108 controls light
transmittance in response to the (n+1)th frame (n+1) and
the (n+1)th sub-frame ({n, n+1}n+1) that have been output
from the frame interpolator 102, light emission amount
of a light source provided in the section of the backlight
unit 105 becomes Dij

n+1. When the display unit 108 con-
trols light transmittance in response to the (n+2)th frame
(n+2) and the (n+2)th sub-frame ({n, n+1}n+2) that have
been output from the frame interpolator 102, light emis-
sion amount of a light source provided in the section of
the backlight unit 105 becomes Dij

n+2.
[0053] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the structure
of the local illumination calculation unit 103. Referring to
FIG. 5, the local illumination calculation unit 103 includes
a distribution calculator 501, a brightness calculator 502,
a spatial adjuster 503, and a temporal adjuster 504.
[0054] In order to display the image on the display unit
108, the distribution calculator 501 calculates the number
of pixels in each section of the backlight unit 105 while
classifying the pixels according to brightness levels of
the pixels. In other words, the distribution calculator 501
calculates the distribution of the brightness levels in each
section after light generated from the section (Sij) for the
frame passes through pixels. Meanwhile, brightness lev-
els after the light generated from the Sij has been trans-
mitted to pixels are referred to as pixel brightness in the
Sij. The distribution of the pixel brightness in the Sij may
be calculated by using the value of each primary color
(red (R), green (G), or blue (B)). In addition, when a color
specified by using an RGB value is converted into a color
having a luminance/contrast/saturation value, the distri-
bution of the pixel brightness may be calculated using
luminance values.
[0055] The brightness calculator 502 calculates light
amount of a light source provided in each section based
on the distribution of the brightness levels obtained from
the distribution calculator 501. For example, the bright-
ness calculator 502 counts the number of pixels corre-
sponding to a brightness level sequentially from the dark-
est brightness level of "0" and finds the brightness level
when the number of the pixels corresponding to the
brightness level exceeds a preset value. In contrast, the
brightness calculator 502 may count the number of pixels
corresponding to a brightness level sequentially from the
maximum brightness level and find the brightness level
when the number of pixels corresponding to the bright-
ness level exceeds the preset value.
[0056] For example, the preset value may be defined
as 95% of the total number of pixels.
The preset value may not be an integer. The preset value
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may be varied according to standard deviation of the dis-
tribution of the brightness levels. For example, if the
standard deviation is less, the preset value may be set
to approximately 100% of the total number of pixels.
[0057] FIG. 6 is a view showing target light amount
(dij

n) obtained in the section (Sij) with respect to the nth

frame (n). In addition, the brightness calculator 502 may
calculate an average (dij

n) of the light amount calculated
corresponding to each frame.
[0058] The spatial adjuster 503 averages the light
amount calculated by the brightness calculator 502
based on light amount in neighboring sections. For ex-
ample, as shown in FIG. 7, target light amount (sDij

n) that
may be produced from a light source provided in each
section is calculated through a weighted-average. In oth-
er words, values obtained by multiplying the Dij

n by a
predetermined weight aij

k1 sum up with respect to k and
i to calculate the sDij

n.
[0059] The temporal adjuster 504 finds a time average
of the light amount averaged by the spatial adjuster 503.
FIG. 8 is a view showing light amount that may be pro-
duced from a light source in each section and calculated
based on both "Dij

n-1" for a previous frame and "sDij
n" for

a present frame. When β is defined as a number from 0
to 1, the sDij

n and the Dij
n-1 are internally divided in the

ratio of β to 1-β to calculate the Dij
n. The β may be an

integer, or a value calculated through a predetermined
process according to the variation in the brightness of a
frame. In addition, the value calculated from the spatial
adjuster 503 may be used with respect to the past three
frames or more as well as the previous frame.
[0060] The backlight controller 104 outputs a control
signal to control a light source provided in each section
of the backlight unit 105 such that the light source can
represent light emission amount calculated from the local
illumination calculation unit 103. For example, the control
signal may be used to adjust power supplied to the back-
light unit 105, and control the light source such that the
light source represents the light emission amount calcu-
lated from the local illumination calculation unit 103. For
example, the control signal may be used to apply a volt-
age corresponding to the light emission amount to LEDs
of each section. In addition, the control signal may be
used to apply a signal having a duty ratio according to
the light emission amount to the LEDs of each section.
[0061] When displaying an image for frames and sub-
frames sequentially output from the frame interpolator
102, the pixel adjuster 106 adjusts transmittance of each
pixel in response to light emission amount of a light
source in each section which is calculated by the local
illumination calculation unit 103. In detail, the pixel ad-
juster 106 adjusts a brightness level of each pixel repre-
senting an image corresponding to the frames and the
sub-frames output from the frame interpolator 102 in re-
sponse to the light emission amount of the light source
calculated by the local illumination calculation unit 103.
For example, when a brightness level of a specific pixel
representing an image of the nth frame (n) is defined as

"Pn", the pixel may display an image by light of a light
source producing the Dij

n. In addition, when the bright-
ness in the pixel is defined as Lij

n, transmittance is
changed such that a brightness level of the pixel becomes
"Pn * MAX/ Lij

n". The term "MAX" means the maximum
brightness level (e.g., MAX=255). If the "Pn * MAX/ Lij

n"
exceeds the maximum brightness level, the "Pn * MAX/
Lij

n" is set to a value of the MAX.
[0062] The display controller 107 outputs a control sig-
nal to the display unit 108 such that transmittance of each
pixel of the display unit 108 is adjusted to the transmit-
tance regulated by the pixel adjuster 106. In other words,
the display controller 107 applies the control signal to the
display unit 108 such that the display unit 108 displays
an image with a brightness level of each pixel regulated
by the pixel adjuster 106.
[0063] Meanwhile, according to the present embodi-
ment, an image corresponding to frames can be dis-
played on the display unit 108 according to timing shown
in FIG. 4. In addition, the display unit 108 further includes
a controller which controls the backlight unit 105 to gen-
erate light. The local illumination calculation unit 103 may
adjust timing to output the Dij

n, so that timing shown in
FIG. 4 can be realized.
[0064] According to the present embodiment, the dis-
play unit 108 increases a frame frequency, and delays
an image signal received in the image signal receiver
101 by one frame in order to realize local illumination as
shown in FIG. 1. When a sub-frame is generated by using
two frames, the frame interpolator 102 may include a
storage space capable of storing two frames.
[0065] Further, since the local illumination calculation
unit 103 can be operated using a frame frequency which
is not increased, the increase of the operating frequency
is unnecessary and the increase of power consumption
can be prevented.
[0066] In addition, an image signal that has been re-
ceived in the image signal receiver 101 may be output
only to the frame interpolator 102 in a frame unit. In this
case, the local illumination calculation unit 103 may cal-
culate brightness distribution of each section by directly
reading out a frame stored in the first frame memory 302
or the second frame memory 303 without calculating the
brightness distribution of each section by memorizing the
frame output from the image signal receiver 101.
[0067] If the difference value {n, n+1} between frames
is calculated as a motion vector, and the frame image is
still represented corresponding to a specific section after
a portion of a frame image, which has been displayed
corresponding to the specific section, has been moved,
image incongruity does not occur even if the (n+1)th sub-
frame ({n, n+1}n+1) is displayed using the light amount
Dij

n+1. In addition, if the frame image is mainly displayed
corresponding to neighboring sections after the portion
of the frame image has been moved, and if k differs from
l, the spatial adjuster 503 increases αij

kl such that the
image incongruity may not occur even if the (n+1)th sub-
frame ({n, n+1}n+1) is displayed using the light amount
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Dij
n+1.

[0068] In addition, the operating frequency of the local
illumination calculation unit 103 is increased, and the dif-
ference value {n, n+1} is obtained from the frame inter-
polator 102, so that light emission amount of a light
source of the S ij required to display the (n+1)th sub-frame
({n, n+1}n+1) can be calculated by using the difference
value {n, n+1} and the Dij

n+1 until the (n+1)th sub-frame
({n, n+1}n+1) is displayed. For example, the light emis-
sion amount of the light source in the S ij is defined as
light emission amount of a light source provided in a sec-
tion obtained after the section S ij has been moved ac-
cording to the motion vector.
[0069] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a display
apparatus 1601 according to another embodiment of the
present invention.
[0070] Referring to FIG. 9, the display apparatus 1601
includes the image signal receiver 101, the frame inter-
polator 102, the local illumination calculation unit 103,
the backlight controller 104, the backlight unit 105, the
pixel adjuster 106, the display controller 107, and the
display unit 108.
[0071] According to the present embodiment, after an
image signal received in the image signal receiver 101
is subject to a predetermined conversion process, the
image signal is transferred to the frame interpolator 102.
The frame interpolator 102 generates a sub-frame to in-
crease the frame frequency of the image signal, and out-
puts the image signal to the pixel adjuster 106 and the
local illumination calculation unit 103. The local illumina-
tion calculation unit 103 calculates light emission amount,
which is produced from each section of the backlight unit
105, based on frames of the image signal having the
increased frame frequency, so that an operating speed
of the local illumination calculation unit 103 is N times as
fast as the operating speed in the previous embodiment
of the present invention. For example, if the frame fre-
quency is increased by two times, the operating speed
of the local illumination calculation unit 103 is twice as
fast as the operating speed in the previous embodiment
of the present invention.
[0072] FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing the light
amount calculated by the local illumination calculation
unit 103 in addition to FIG. 2.
[0073] As shown in FIG. 10, while an (n+1)th frame
(n+1) output from the frame interpolator 102 is being
displayed on the display unit 108, the backlight unit 105
generates light amount (Dij

{n-1,n}). The Dij
{n-1,n} is

calculated based on an nth sub-frame ({n-1, n}n). Further,
while an (n+1)th sub-frame ({n,n+1}n+1) output from the
frame interpolator 102 is being displayed on the display
unit 108, the backlight unit 105 generates light amount
(Dij

n+1). That is, the Dij
n+1 and Dij

n+2 are calculated based
on the sub-frames subsequent to an (n+1)th frame (n+1)
and an (n+2)th frame (n+2), respectively. This process is
equal to the process performed in the previous
embodiment. However, regarding another frame and
another sub-frame, a display operation is performed

using light amount calculated based on a frame and a
sub-frame prior to another frame and another sub-frame.
Accordingly, the present embodiment includes the local
illumination calculation unit 103 or the backlight controller
104 to increase the light amount generated from the
backlight unit 105, as in the case of the previous
embodiment.
[0074] According to the display apparatus of the
present embodiment, the image signal received in the
image signal receiver 101 is delayed by one frame as
shown in FIG. 10, so that the frame frequency can be
increased and the local illumination can be achieved. Fur-
ther, in the case of generating a sub-frame using two
frames, a storage space can be provided in the frame
interpolator 102 to store two frames.
[0075] Further, the local illumination calculation unit
103 can calculate brightness distribution with respect to
each section by directly reading frames stored in a first
frame memory 502 and a second frame memory 503,
instead of calculating the brightness distribution of each
section by using the frames and the sub-frames output
from the frame interpolator 102. In such a case, only a
storage area corresponding to the total two frames is
required.
[0076] Although embodiments of the present invention
have been described, it is understood that the present
invention should not be limited to these embodiments but
various changes and modifications can be made by one
ordinary skilled in the art within the spirit and scope of
the present invention as hereinafter claimed.

Claims

1. A display apparatus, comprising:

a backlight unit having a plurality of sections
each generating a light;
a display unit having a plurality of pixels allowing
the light to pass therethrough;
an image signal receiver receiving an image sig-
nal having a plurality of consecutive frames to
sequentially output the frames;
a local illumination calculation unit calculating a
target amount of the light generated from the
sections based on a brightness of a (n+1)-th(n
is an integer larger than 1) frame of the frames;
a backlight controller controlling the backlight
unit based on the calculated target amount of
the light;
a frame interpolator generating at least one
(n+1)-th sub-frame based on the (n+1)-th and
an n-th frame previous to the (n+1)-th frame and
sequentially outputting the (n+1)-th frame and
the (n+1)-th sub-frame; and
a pixel adjuster adjusting a light transmittance
of the pixels according to a pixel brightness of
the (n+1)-th frame and the (n+1)-th sub-frame
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and the calculated target amount of the light.

2. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the frame
interpolator outputs the (n+1)-th sub-frame between
the (n+1)-th frame and an (n+2)-th frame next to the
(n+1)-th frame.

3. The display apparatus of claim 2, wherein the frame
interpolator comprises:

a difference value calculator calculating a differ-
ence value between the n-th frame and the
(n+1)-th frame output from the image signal re-
ceiver; and
a sub-frame generator generating the (n+1)-th
sub-frame by applying the calculated difference
value to the (n+1)-th frame.

4. The display apparatus of claim 3, wherein the differ-
ence value calculator calculates a motion vector be-
tween the n-th and (n+1)-th frames as the difference
value, and the sub-frame generator generates the
(n+1)-th sub-frame by shifting positions of pixels in
the (n+1)-th frame along a direction of the motion
vector calculated by the difference value calculator.

5. The display apparatus of claim 4, wherein the frame
interpolator generates the (n+1)-th sub-frame equal
to the (n+1)-th frame when no motion vector is cal-
culated by the difference value calculator.

6. The display apparatus of claim 3, wherein the frame
interpolator comprises two frame memories that
store the n-th frame and the (n+1)-th frame, respec-
tively, and
the local illumination calculation unit reads the
(n+1)-th frame from one of the two frame memories
to calculate the target amount of the light.

7. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the local
illumination calculation unit comprises:

a distribution calculator calculating a brightness
distribution of the pixels of the (n+1)-th frame
with respect to each section;
a brightness calculator sequentially counting a
number of pixels from a pixel having a darkest
level based on the brightness distribution of the
pixels with respect to each section, and calcu-
lates brightness when the number of the pixels
exceeds a predetermined value;
a spatial adjuster calculating a weighted aver-
age of the brightness calculated for each section
and brightness calculated for sections adjacent
to the each section; and
a temporal adjuster that calculates a time aver-
age of the weighted average calculated with re-
spect to each section.

8. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the pixel
adjuster adjusts the transmittance of the (n+1)-th
sub-frame according to pixel brightness of the
(n+1)-th sub-frame and the target amount of the light
calculated by the local illumination calculation unit
based on the brightness of the (n+1)-th frame.

9. A method driving a display apparatus provided with
a backlight unit having a plurality of sections each of
which generates a light and a display unit having
pixels that allow the light to pass therethrough, the
method comprising:

receiving an image signal having consequential-
ly a plurality of frames to sequentially output the
frames;
generating at least one (n+1)-th(n is an integer
larger than 1) sub-frame to put the sub-frame
between an (n+1)-th frame and an (n+2)-th
frame;
calculating a target light amount of a plurality of
sections generating a light based on a bright-
ness of the (n+1)-th frame;
sequentially outputting the (n+1)-th frame and
the (n+1)-th sub-frames while generating the
light having the target light amount from the sec-
tions. and
adjusting a light transmittance of pixels of the
display unit according to a pixel brightness of
the (n+1)-th frame and the (n+1)-th sub-frame,
and the target light amount from the sections.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the (n+1)-th sub-
frame is generated based on the (n+1)-th frame and
an n-th frame previous to the (n+1)-th frame.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the (n+1)-th sub-
frame is generated by calculating a difference value
between the n-th frame and the (n+1)-th frame and
applying the difference value to the (n+1)-th frame.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the transmittance of
the (n+1)-th sub-frame is adjusted according to the
pixel brightness of the (n+1)-th sub-frame and the
target light amount calculated based on the (n+1)-th
frame.

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the (n+1)-th frame
and the (n+1)-th sub-frames are displayed while an
(n+2)-th frame next to the (n+1)-th frame is received.

14. A display apparatus, comprising:

a backlight unit having a plurality of sections
each generating a light;
a display unit having a plurality of pixels allowing
the light to pass therethrough;
an image signal receiver receiving an image sig-
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nal having a plurality of consecutive frames to
sequentially output the frames;
a frame interpolator generating at least one
(n+1)-th sub-frame(n is an integer larger than 1)
and sequentially outputting an (n+1)-th frame
and the (n+1)-th sub-frame;
a local illumination calculation unit calculating a
target light amount generated from the sections
based on a brightness of the (n+1)-th frame; and
a backlight controller controlling the backlight
unit to generate the target amount of the light
from the sections while the (n+1)-th frame and
the (n+1)-th sub-frame are being displayed.

15. The display apparatus of claim 14, further comprising
a pixel adjuster adjusting a light transmittance of the
pixels of each of the (n+1)-th frame and the (n+1)-th
sub-frame according to a pixel brightness of each of
the(n+1)-th frame and the (n+1)-th sub-frame and
the target light amount calculated based on the
(n+1)-th frame.
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